Highly undersampled magnetic resonance imaging reconstruction using autoencoding priors.
Although recent deep learning methodologies have shown promising results in fast MR imaging, how to explore it to learn an explicit prior and leverage it into the observation constraint is still desired. A denoising autoencoder (DAE) network is leveraged as an explicit prior to address the highly undersampling MR image reconstruction problem. First, inspired by the observation that the prior information learned from high-dimension signals is more effective than that from the low-dimension counterpart in image restoration tasks, we train the network in a multichannel scenario and apply the learned network to single-channel image reconstruction by a variables augmentation technique. Second, because of the fact that multiple implementations of artificial noise generation in DAE favors a better underlying result, we introduce a 2-sigma rule to complement each other for improving the final reconstruction. The whole algorithm is tackled by proximal gradient descent. Experimental results under varying sampling trajectories and acceleration factors consistently demonstrate the superiority of the enhanced autoencoding priors, in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio, structural similarity, and high-frequency error norm. A simple and effective way to incorporate the DAE prior into highly undersampling MR reconstruction is proposed. Once the DAE prior is obtained, it can be applied to the reconstruction tasks with different sampling trajectories and acceleration factors, and achieves superior performance in comparison with state-of-the-art methods.